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Abstract: Radiation therapy is a key contributor to positive outcomes in hematological malignancies.
However, this is contingent on minimizing the exposure of critical normal organs. The introduction of
computed tomography (CT) for radiation treatment planning and the development of sophisticated
dose calculation algorithms has transformed the radiation therapy field and made it possible to tran-
sition from conventional involved-field radiation to modern involved-site radiation therapy. Thanks
to rapid advances in drug discovery, treatment strategies for many hematological malignancies have
evolved to incorporate targeted and cellular therapies, in some cases even allowing the replacement
of chemotherapy. As a result, new opportunities have been created for radiation to address relapses
after more lines of therapy, identify disease-involving sanctuary sites, and bridge to the subsequent
therapy. When considering radiation in patients receiving novel therapies, who may also be more
heavily pretreated, respecting the critical and normal structures at all costs is imperative. In this
document, we will describe modern techniques used to deliver state-of-the-art radiation therapy and
practical considerations to ensure the accurate treatment of the target while avoiding normal organs
at risk.
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1. Importance of Motion Management

Controlling internal motion will reduce the radiation field and better avoid organs at
risk. Accurate target localization during radiation treatment is critical and often requires
that we account for variability due to daily patient setup, respiratory motion, physiologic
changes in bowel position, and the effect of radiation on the tumor itself during treatment.
Mitigating patient daily setup variation using immobilization devices and the accurate
transfer of setup coordinates is now well established in radiation therapy treatment; how-
ever, a more significant challenge lies with internal motion management. Internal motion
management allows a reduction in radiation field size, leading to the sparing of organs at
risk while continuing to ensure adequate target coverage.

The following examples depict motion management techniques in different anatomic
locations to illustrate how to cover the target while minimizing the dose to at-risk organs.
These examples are limited to motion management and assume the best planning technique
is applied.

The acceptable dose for organs at risk follows well-established guidelines and has
been extensively studied [1–6]. A summary document considering all relevant published
data has been introduced in the most recent version of the NCCN Guidelines 2023 [7].

2. Motion Management for Chest Location

In the case of radiation treatment to the chest, organs at risk that can benefit from
motion management include the lungs, heart, and breasts. Deep inspiration breath hold
(DIBH) has been shown to reduce the lifetime excess risk of the development of cardiovas-
cular disease and secondary lung and breast cancer [8,9]. Comparisons between radiation
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plans with and without DIBH have demonstrated remarkably lower excess mean radiation
doses to the surrounding critical organs. While DIBH is expanding the lungs, the heart
moves craniocaudally away from the target volume, for instance, the mediastinum, with
the latter action occurring in addition to being fixed, and it becomes thinner and relatively
smaller than its corresponding volume in free breathing. Thus, DIBH, when planning
radiation treatment, will result in relatively lower doses to the lungs, heart, and breasts.

DIBH can be achieved using many different systems; however, more important than
the system used is the precision of the breath hold position, which must be reproducible
to enable smaller planning target volume (PTV) expansions. As the PTV accounts for
uncertainty in positioning, the target should be confirmed via CT-based image guidance
prior to each fraction.

2.1. The Benefit of DIBH for Treating Mediastinal Location

In addition to enabling the treatment of smaller volumes by limiting target motion
during the respiratory cycle, the mediastinum site becomes thinner, and the orientation of
the heart is more craniocaudal. The net result is a smaller target, larger lung volumes, and
the displacement of the heart away from the target (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. DIBH (on the left), free-breathing scan (on the right), demonstrating the difference in
position of the mediastinum and heart, as well as expansion of lung volumes with DIBH.

2.2. The Benefit of DIBH for Treating the Axillary Location

The main benefit of DIBH in terms of treating the axilla is reducing the excess dose to
the lungs (Figure 2).

2.3. The Impact of Arm Positioning

Keeping the arms down when treating the mediastinum is critical to keeping the
breasts below the level of the radiation field, thus avoiding administering an excess radia-
tion dose to the breasts, which could happen when the arm is moved up, where it pulls the
breasts to the level of the target volume (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. DIBH scans (left) and free breathing scans (right) demonstrate how DIBH increases lung
volume and, therefore, reduces the relative volume of the lung in the treatment field.
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One exception to this would be when treating the axilla, and in that case, moving the
arm up may reduce the excess radiation to the lungs. However, the relative benefit of reduc-
ing the lung dose compared to the breast dose should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

2.4. The Benefit of Using an Incline Board

An inclined board can make use of gravity to move the breasts downward and away
from the mediastinal field and axillary field [10] (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. (A) Example of setup to using an incline board at simulation. (B) This benefit is still appre-
ciated even in the case of breast implants. 

  

Figure 4. (A) Example of setup to using an incline board at simulation. (B) This benefit is still
appreciated even in the case of breast implants.
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3. Motion Management for Abdominal Location

In the case of radiation treatment of the abdomen, organs at risk include the spleen,
heart, liver, and kidneys.

Treatment of the Stomach

Regardless of whether the stomach is a target or an organ at risk, the stomach volume
is extremely variable and dependent on many factors. In addition to the timing of the
last meal, the contents of that meal and patient-specific factors (such as gastroparesis
in diabetic patients) should be considered, as some patients may require more than 6 h
of receiving nothing by mouth to ensure that their stomach is empty. When treating
the stomach, ensuring treatment with an empty stomach will reduce the radiation field.
Variable stomach filling may also impact other critical organs at risk, such as the kidneys,
and this impact may be hard to predict [11] (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Impact of stomach filling on kidney position, with the stomach empty on the left and full
on the right.

In a study of 12 patients treated with radiation to the stomach using the breath-hold
technique and the restriction of oral intake and dosimetry calculations of 229 daily CT
images during treatment, there was substantial inter-fractional variation in the stomach vol-
ume, suggesting that daily CT scan is necessary to ensure accurate coverage [1] (Figure 6).

When treating the stomach, using the deep inspiration breath hold is essential to create
a gap between the stomach and organs at risk in the upper abdomen, such as the heart [12]
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. DIBH scan (on the left) and free breathing scan (on the right) demonstrate how DIBH
can create space between the heart and the stomach, allowing us to limit the cardiac dose during
treatment planning further.

Additionally, the benefit of DIBH can be seen for mesenteric sites is to reduce the
planning target volume and stabilize the position of the kidneys (Figure 8).
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4. Onboard Image Guidance and Adaptive Treatment Planning

Image guidance helps to confirm the positions of both the radiation target and organs
at risk. This ensures that the target is not missed while also ensuring the organs at risk do
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not receive an extra radiation dose. Onboard imaging can also help to detect changes in the
tumor volume, both in terms of response and progression.

Therefore, in order to responsibly apply motion management with the goal of limiting
toxicity related to treatment, as described above, image guidance is a necessity.

Onboard imaging/image guidance helps to ensure the reproducibility of daily setup
and internal motion control while also locating a moving target [1,11].

Abdominal masses are often mobile and may be in different positions from day to
day. Daily image guidance is critical to localize the tumor in order to successfully guide
treatment delivery.

Below (Figure 9) are two examples of the benefits of using onboard imaging to success-
fully treat movable masses that could only be treated thanks to technological advancement.
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Figure 9. Two different daily CT images (left and right) (conventional CT with reduced tube poten-
tials (kV)) of the same patient, and abdominal mass demonstrate how the position of the abdominal
mass (gross tumor contoured in yellow and planning margins contoured in red and orange) moved
thus emphasize the importance of daily image guidance in these locations.

Image guidance can also help to monitor changes in the target during a treatment
course, which is particularly important for radiosensitive tumors. As tumors respond to
radiation, normal organs at risk may wind up in the treatment field. Adaptive replanning
can account for these changes and limit radiation dose to normal tissues while maintaining
coverage of the tumor (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. The original reference CT image on the right and daily CT image on the left demonstrate
a response to treatment, warranting replanning to minimize lung in the treatment field. CT images
were created via conventional CT with reduced tube potentials (kV).

5. Conclusions

Together, modern image guidance and DIBH ensure safe, effective radiation treatment
delivery in locations where limiting the dose to organs at risk is of paramount importance.
In the thorax, DIBH decreases the dose to the heart and lungs, while in the abdomen, DIBH
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helps to limit the dose to the heart and kidneys. Practical considerations at simulation,
including arm position, the use of an incline board, and requiring patients to fast when
treating GI locations, can further limit the dose to the breasts, heart, and kidneys. Daily
image guidance also enables the close monitoring of disease response, so that plans can be
adapted to further limit the dose to normal tissues. By routinely incorporating all of these
considerations into patient setup and treatment planning, we were able to limit both the
acute and late side effects of radiation. As we identify new opportunities to incorporate
radiation with novel systemic therapies, minimizing treatment-related toxicity without
compromising treatment delivery is critical.
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